Bella Katz and Mya Arnwine

Script

Take away message: Everyone needs to know WHAT happened to the people during the holocaust but more importantly HOW it happened. If we teach people HOW it happened step by step, It will show that the Jews didn't just go straight to the gas chambers. But that It all started with hateful words and THEN escalated to the horrors of the gas chambers.

("My name is rose…") 0:6-0:15

Show picture of pyramid of hate:

(Guy- “Hating is a sickness” 2:10-2:18)

Step one: Bias

(While were saying the words we will show pictures of this)

“Insensitive remarks, Stereotyping, belittling jokes”

Quotes from survivors

(Girl- 3:58 talking about that she is like the princes / Girl- 14:02-14:07 talking about they nicer based on the looks and people ackted nicer depending on how they looked)

( show pictures and quotes with music in background)

Step two: Individual Acts of Prejudice

(While were saying the words we will show pictures of this)

“Dehumanization, slurs, bullying”
(Guy- name calling 4:30- 5:10)

Quotes from survivors

( show pictures and quotes with music in background)

**Step three: Discrimination**

(While were saying the words we will show pictures of this)

“Employment Discrimination, religious discrimination, segregation

Quotes from survivors

(girl 7 minutes GET FULL STORY Girl: 34:00 poles can smell jewish people

(Guy- 9:14-10:41)

( show pictures and quotes with music in background)

**Step four: Bias motivated violence**

(While were saying the words we will show pictures of this)

“Terrorism, Assault, murder”

Quotes from survivors

( show pictures and quotes with music in background)

(Girl- 10:43- 11:05

**Step Five: Genocide**

(While were saying the words we will show pictures of this)

“The act or intent to deliberately and systematically annihilate an entire people”

Quotes from survivors

(Guy 51:28- 52:08)
(show pictures and quotes with music in background)

**Conclusion:**

(Guy- talking about not hating back 2:36- 3:00)

(Girl 59;01 talking about what she thinks are responsibility will be

It's our responsibility to ensure that these series of terrors that happened in the Holocaust will **NEVER** happen again. The only way to ensure that it will never happen again, is to be careful about our actions and our words. We **NEED** to treat others with respect and make sure they do the same back. Individuality, we need to think about what we are saying before we say it in order to insure **OUR** bias words don't turn into Genocide. As a community we need to educate people what happened during the Holocaust and how it happened. It is **OUR** responsibility as members of a Jewish community to ensure that we do not judge groups of people or make stereotypes. The Holocaust started because of the concept of “us and them”. **WE** need to make sure that no one separates anyone as “us and them”. It all starts from one word. We need to realize how these horrific things start and **WE** can be the ones to make sure that nothing like this ever happens again. Education is key to make sure nothing of this measure will happen again. The stories of what happened during the Holocaust are **VERY** important and they **NEED** to be passed down from generation to generation. **WE** are the ones who can change history and it is our responsibility to ensure that nothing like this happens again.